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Sweden 1996

to buy some out of date charts which proved to

Pre-Start manoeuvres extend our chart library nicely.

We purchased a new set of sails because ours
It all started just after Christmas when the were about 25 years old, tired and dirty. They
mind tries to escapethe cold winter and think also wouldn't make the photographs look
of warm balmy days and sailing in the sun. pretty! Because the Swedes are so
We'd already booked a week sailing on a yacht environmentally conscious and our old Seagull
in Scotland in May and we wanted something engine was unreliable, dirty, noisy and oily we
different for a Wayfarer trip. I dug deep into also splashed out on a new 4 stroke engine. (In
the brain box and reckoned the place to go the end it didn't really matier that much as a
would be the Adriatic coast belonging to the lot of the engines we saw in Sweden were just
former Yugoslavia. Jill thought otherwise. as unfriendly as our old one!).
Then the idea occurred to me to go somewhere
closer to home: the Stockholm Archipelago. The last 3 weeks before departure kept us very
She thought it sounded good but couldn't busy. Jill constructed a boom tent (lack of
imagine what it would be like and anyway, I available time beforehand necessitated it had
favoured the Adriatic. Thus the matter was to be made late and untested). Shopping had to

dropped. be bought - we knew that Sweden was
relatively expensive so we had to have

A week or two later and we happened to provisions for the whole trip. Packing had to
wander into a Nordic Travel Agent with the be done and Sam, the dog, had to be dropped
idea of enquiring on a Nordic skiing holiday. off at my parents in Boumemouth the
On the walls of the shop were a few beautiful preceding weekend.
pictures of the islands around Stockholm and it
was settled: the Nordic ski trip was offand we Up to this stage we also hadn't planned our
were going sailing in Sweden. exact route. This was due to our charts not

arriving until one week before departure -
The next 5 months were filled with despite the fact that Nigel had sent them 10
preparations. They fell into two areas: weeks previously. (It seems the Swedish Postal
obtaining information about Sweden and Services are the same as ours!). Due to the
preparing the boat. The first was quite . hectic preparations and knowing we had 24
difficult. We spoke to travel agents, ransacked hours on the ferry to Sweden to kill, we
the local library and scoured the Wayfarer log decided to delay planning further.
library for any details. We also sent away to
the Swedish office of tourism in the UK who
sent us a Swedish camping guide and the
BAtturist 1996 (Boat Tourist) guide.

We also discovered one of our friends, Chris
Lumb, another Wayfarer owner, with a contact
in Sweden, Nigel Tooke, and we were put in
touch. He gave us some useful pointers, such
as prevailing weather and temperature and ease
of public transport if we decided to do an A to
B trip. Having sailed in the archipelago several
times he was able to tell us what it was like
and recommend which charts to get. Nigel was
also kind enough to order and have them sent
to us.

On the boat scene much preparation took place
to fit the boat out for some serious cruising.
This involved going to several boat jumbles to
acquire bits and bobs including a decent bilge
pump. At one of the jumbles we even managed
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use public trasport to collect the van and

Kendal to G6teborg trailer and then return to the boat.

The ferry was due to leave Newcastle at 11.00
ram and although Newcastle is only about two

and a half hours drive away we wanted to
leave plenty of time for any problems. We
therefore left Kendal at 6.30 am and with
traffic being very light we luckily had a pain
free trip and got to the ferry with about 2 hours
to spare. Luckily the sun was shining and we
began to un-wind.

Instead of booking the ferry when we had
decided on the trip we left it until late March.
At that date all the Standard cabins were fully
booked. This left us the choice of sharing with
others in single sex couchettes or travelling
First Class. We chose the latter because we "erJ
given an extremely good deal from the travel
agent. It was made even more attractive when
they undercharged us!

First Class is definitely the way to travel; in
addition to excellent accommodation you are
also supposed to get priority boarding on the
ferry. Unfortunately, despite the First Class
stickers affixed to the van there was a mix up
by the loading staff. (Afterwards we thought it
was because the staff couldn't believe an old
VW van towing a Wayfarer would be
travelling First Class.) The result of this was
that Jill had to sit in the queue for an eternity
and finally boarded almost last. (Previously I
had walked aboard as a foot passenger.)

Being almost last there seemed to be very little
room for a van with a mast protruding above
but the Danish Crew were very concerned
about damaging the mast and everything
worked out fine. Jill and I finally found each
other on the after deck where we waved
goodbye to Newcastle. Afterwards we found
the Commodore Class cabin where we settled
down to a very arduous 24 hours of First Class
luxury.

During the afternoon we stocked up with
further alcohol from the duty free and also
visited the sauna to get us in the mood for
Scandinavia. The evening was spent drinking
the duty free and perusing the charts.
Fortunately we stayed sober enough to set an
overall route. Our aim would be to start at

Krokek near Norrkoping and finish some 150
miles further north at KappelskAr. We would
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The harbour is a little way out from (ibteboirg

Goteborg to Oxelosund town proper and we headed towards town anad
then in the direction of what we thiought was
StockholTm. It was at this stage that we realised
we had left our Scandinavian road map in the

As the sea had been a flat calmr all the way passenger door pocket of the car left back in
across we had a very comfortable night. T he Kendal.
only disappointing aspect was a lack of view-Inothing could be seen apart from the flares of With flew road signs we soon went wrong but I
the oil and gas rigs somewhere in the vicinity managed to use the small scale maps contained
of Dogger Bank. Breakfast in the exclusive in the BAttuirist guide to get us on the right
Commodore Class section of the restaurant road again. Jill commented that she'd heard of
was very nice but not heing used tn) travelling people using road maps at sea but niever sea
in such style we felt very conspicuous. charts on land! Later on we were able to pick

up from a tourist information kiosk a copy of
The b docked in Goteborg at 10 am and the camnping guide containing road maps.
during the approaches we had a chance to view
some of'Sweden's North Sea archipelago. TIhis Whilst all this route finding (or lack of it) was

is not quite as well known as the Baltic and going on other motorists kept on honking and
having fewer trees it seemns both rockier and behaving oddly towards us. We were driving
harsher. Also the North Sea is less forgiving. on the correct side of the road (the right) and

I laying said that it would be worth a Wayfarer we just couldn't figure out why. At the next

cruise. Maybe someday ....... . services we stop and decide to check the trailer

Drvn cross Sweden

Once we had docked we discovered one lights. These were flashinig perfectly, the only
advantage of boarding almost last - being first problem being I bad linked them up the wrongI ~ ~~~~off. The surprise being that we hiad to reverse way! We had driven across from Kendal and
off. We watched a Range Rover and trailer not noticed! Hlow had we mnanaged to get this
miake a comnplete hash of it for 5 minutes. fhar withiout an accident?
muchi to the amuisemrent and frustration of all

the waiting car passenigers. be-fore it. was our T'he fault was rectified and we conitinued on
tuirn. Butt J~ill did thejob brillianitly and we ouir way driving at relaxed 43, miph (the speed
drove ouit into the sunshine on Scandiniavian limlit for an un-braked trailer in Swedeni). AsI ~ ~~~~~SOil at lonAg last. there are fizw places to ptill over, to avoid

causing huge tail backs we often exceed tl_
speed limli,t

I* _L__
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Our intended starting point was at a slipway in
After several hours of toodling along Route 40 the camp site at Krokek some 10 km north of
we turned North at Jonkoping and drove Norrkoping. However, when we got there the
alongside the vast lake of Vattern. There were campsite was awful and the cost of leaving the
a few boats about but with no wind it was van and trailer would incur full camping fees
perfectly flat. We wondered whether it was a at £12 per day. We hastily revised our plans
portent of things to come? and headed for Oxelosund. Arriving just after

8 p.m. we were tired from the travelling and so
We had lunch in a picnic spot come lay-by. It we headed straight for the nearest camp site
is worth noting that every picnic spot has resolving to find the slipway the following
toilets and some even have re-cycling centres. morning. The camp site was wonderfully quiet
Somewhat different to Britain! compared to Krokek and a simple pasta meal

was washed down with some duty free.
Driving across Sweden isn't particularly
exciting when you are anxious to reach your
destination but can only travel slowly. The
scenery is nice in the sunshine but once you've
seen one tree you've seen them all!. We swop
drivers every hour or so and resort to counting
cars. The Volvo spotting game is very easy!.
At 3.35 p.m. near Linkoping mission is
accomplished where we spot our first IKEA
furniture store. I tell Jill we can go home but
she insists we drive on

Before we left Britain we were aware of
military restricted areas in the archipelago. The
BAtturist guide states that no foreign nationals
(i.e. us) can land within these areas and that
shipping is only permitted within certain
buoyed channels. We perhaps thought that
these restricted areas were relics of the cold
war and therefore redundant. Nigel Tooke
unfortunately wasn't able to help us any more
either. We therefore planned to find the nearest
major.police station to our starting point to
clarify the situation.

*This brought us into the town of Norrko5ping.
We asked quite a few people (even some
police officers) for directions to the police
station, but the directions they gave (including
the policemen!) all seemed rather vague. We
therefore spent ages going round and round the
(very pretty) town before finding it on a
roundabout.

At the police station the police didn't seem to
know too much about the restricted areas.
They even rang another station who were also
very vague. In one breath they said go
anywhere but in the next they said you must
not land. So still confused, we left. We decided
to play it by ear and if challenged plead
ignorance.

Paee 4
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We climbed in to the boat and as the channel

The bi launch - Oxe sundthrough the rnarina was narrow I rowed to the
outer most pontoon where we thought we could

to Hartson. raise the sails in peace. I tied the boat to a line

Distance sailed - 14 miiles (N11. Nautical miles, that i thought was attached to the end of the

ignoring tackinig etc.) pontoon, but when the sail was halfway uip Jill
glanced around and discovered we were adriHt.

in the moring we decided to have a lazy start l he rope on the pontooni wasn t attached afte

and so slept in - after all it was a holidoa. Wfe all A little panic set in as we drilted towards
eventually got up and after breakfast found the sost bu th e Mai soon rie an w

hziloued sun ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~gbe eappaenly ae fireona theiioutinday!ea

launch site arounid 10 ish. T he slipway was at theNg asiln way om to in toth sea
back ofthe mcarina. Launching cost nothing.

Signs ini the car park (which was also free) said Tse wind was force 3-4 and blowing fromn

_ ~~~~~~~~eisnds'. It wa csedrm ourigeite and suny -i taprt

no parking longer than 4 days. According to beidatwswr,bih n un eIc

passer-by nobody took any notice anid we str oavyg.W oktig ay-Jl

tollowed suit. insisted the spinnaker had to be kept in the bag -
apparently we were on holiday!

Navigation was okay to begin with but
comiplacency ruled. Jill. who was navigatinig.I.soon remarked --n lost - there are so miaiyn
islands'". We excused ourselves by saying that

-AW ., we were getting accustomed to the scale of
charts and eventually re-located, we sailed on.

Our intended course was to sail through the
narrow channel bisecting the islands of IllartsonI ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and Rinigson. Locating the chiannel took some
doing and it looked as there was no way throuigh
but eventually, a very narrow channel opened uip.
Lots of gybing got us through beautifully and we

Because the marina had no fences Jill wondered arrived in an area of tiny islands - part of a nature

about security of the van and trailer for a reserve. It was all very idyllic.
fortnighit. I thought that if pontoons are freely
accessible to the public nobody in their right

mind would want to steal an old van when they llw 

could steal a nice shiny yacht. In the end we
'hid' the van at the back of the car park and ._

Ioped for the best.

lPacking the boat at the start of a trip always
seems to take ages and this was no exception. It
wasn't helped by a 15 minute delay searching for
'lost' passports. Fully packed we delayed the
inevitable and decided to visit the toilets and
marina cafe for coffee. Eventuially we could not

delay it any longer and launch I ittle Mo _ _I sd
carelullv down the slipway. She seemed very
heavy and with all the provisions and bxer for a
fortnight floated very low in the water. Jill I had become cold after a sunny but breezy sail

managed to persuade me to leave some of the wearing little clothing and so we stopped for a

bcer behind but even so there Was still a lot of quick brew and bite to eat. After a while it wasIeight in the boat. To improved our performance agreed that we should spend the night in the

I tasked mvyself with eating and drinking as m uch vicinity. The only probleem was exactly where!

as possible! We decided to tr\ out the new outboard andI motor around in pursuit of' the perf'ect anchorage.
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In the process we hit an unmarked (according to
the chart) rock that knocked the boat heavily but
Ilckily came to no harm.

The majority of the islands in the nature reserve
had signs up stating 'No landing/mooring' and
we eventually retirned to an island near our tea
stop. I lere the perfect anchorage is found: lwo
bow ropes and a stenn anchor. and with just a
little tug on one of the lines the boat is alongside
a rock for a simple (and dry!) step ashore.

The island is a perfect paradise which ibrced us
to take many photos - especially in the setting
sun. After another pasta mneal and several beers
the tent was put up. It was the first tine it had
been used in anger and it seemed okay although
a bit awkward to put up. A mosquito coil was lit
to keep the mosi's at bay. Just before going to
bed we cleaned our teeth. It was then that we saw
the extraordinary sight of two deer swimminig
fromil islind to island.

We both agreed: a good start to the holiday.

_Il

I .I ~ ~ 
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distance we also saw our first sailing dinghy of
Hartson to Kr&m& the holiday. Although we couldn't make out its

class it was simiilar size to a Wayfarer and like
lDistance sailed - 14 miles us. also had an outboard motor.

The first night afloat was very comfortable.
Breakfast was a leisurely affair made more
enjoyable by watching small fish swim beneath
the boat. Jill gave me an early birthday present -
a pair of Polartec stretch fleece shorts. She gave
mc them early because she also had a pair and
was desperate to wear them. Flhese shorts are
brilliant for Wayfarer sailing (provided nothing
is worn underneath) as not on ly do they feel sexy
they are dry out very quickly.

After breakfast we repacked the boat and put the
beer in the bilge to keep cooil - very practical.
[he plastic barrels stowed underneath the
forward seats thus had more space in which to
stow our spare clothing. Another advantage
meant this minimised opening of the dreaded
bow compartment. (Little Mo is a Mark f
Wayfarer and we find getting into the forward
hatch a little awkward).

Eventually we set off in a Southerly direction.
Aftler 300 yards and the 3rd tack, the tiller
extension parted companiy from the tiller. We
pulled in to the nearest beach and spent the next
Ikt5 hours drilling and sawing in order to effect a
temporary repair. Although it was almost lunch
time before we got going again, the weather was Trosa

snny and warm so the enf'orced stay wasn't too)
sunno a hardship. At Trosa we initially tied up to a ferry berthIuch of a hardship. which wasn t officially allowed. I said it would

be okay for 1 0 minutes or so but Jill disagreed.
After a minor argument Jill won the order of theI _ l day and we motored further up river in search of
a vacant berth and a chandlers. Unfortunately the
chandlers didn't have a tiller extension long
enough and so we were forced to carry on withI_ the temporary repair. In fact at the time of
writing - some 6 months later - we are still
carrying on with the temporary repair!

Trosa was very busy that day and had a carnival.
Not liking the noise for the night we left in

| Repairing the tiller l search of some peace and quiet. As the wind hadI l dropped completely we motored. Eventually we
found a sheltered spot to tie up to for the night

Afterwards we sai led to Trosa, in search of a on the island of
chandlers shop. through various channels and
around many islands. Most of the time we had tJnpackinig the aft comiipartment in preparation
the spinnaker up in the gentle force 2 winds and for cooking Jill discovered it had leaked and
folr a gooxd holktt or so) we matched pace with a containeXd abouzt 4 inichcs ot'swatct. After hail ing
beautiful 3() foot wooden classic %acht. fPrnm a
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the water out we discovered this was due to a
loose bottom rudder fitting whichi was easily
tightened. This was a problem that afflicted us
more than once on the voyage but fortunately
none of our food. including a birthday cake
which Jill had hidden. were badly spoiled.

That night as the setting shone a beautiful golden
light on everything I remarked to Jill that it all
looked similar to our local Lake Windemiere. It
even had a water skier!

I l | l ''' 'V'
I~~ 
I~~~~~~ .zi
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~.i .':,
I~~~~~~~~lll l_ G .E
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quite nicely. We changed helm when Jill began

Happy Birthday - Kramo to to get cold whilst erewing. The sailing became a
little erTatic but Jill put it down to poor crewing!

H errham ra.
Distance sailed - 8 miles We saw a large container ship in the shipping

lane heading for Sodertalje and wondered what

T'his was my 35thi biritday and as the extract he thought of seeing a small Wayfarer sailing at

from the log shows it didr;'t have an auspicious suchi an unearthly hour. Crossing behind its wake

start. Jill thiouight it was monstrous and reckoned her
heart rate doubled as she steered into them

2.05 am. - Woken by boat motionr. Wind has hoping for the best! Afterwards she agreed witi

got up slightly. It has also moved around to me that they weren't so big at!er all!
the North directly behinid us. It blows gently
towards the shore and the slight swell rocks We hadin't heard die forecast and as the wind

us back to sleep. seemed to be increasing we began to think of
shelter.

3,09 am. - Woken again. T he waves are As we continued round the comer to the souti

getting bigger and the wind is getting up. It's side of I'aro we changed helm again. It was

becoming a real lee shore. raining heavily and we are both began to get cold
and therefore decided to head into Flerrhamra.

4 00 an. - The wind is getting strongeT anld This involved a quick beat up the channel inIthe boat nudges the rocks on the shore. We gusty conditioins before bearing away into the

pull on the anchor to keep us otfthem. harbour area proper. Although it was rainig
hard, the harbour seemed lovely and caln. We

4.30 am. - Time to do somethinig as the boat tied up to the jetty attaching to a small cafe.

is nudging the rocks regularly. It is time to
get movinig. We let out some on the After a quick look around we decided to stay put.

shiorelinies and pull on the anchor before At 7.50 a.m, and in the pouring rain, who could

starting to pack quickly. Breakfast consists of object? We put the tent up and managed to mop

flapjack. the worst of the water in the boat. Unibfortnately
the wet sail continued to drip. After a quick brew

5.20 am. - We let go of the shorelines and up we got out of our oilies and climbed into our

swing to the anchor that has been moved to (Joretex bivi bags to await the cafe opening at 11

the bows. Sails are hoisted and we pull up am.
anchor. Problems are experienced in getting
out from the shore in the strongish onshore
wind but [)ave manages to get some speed on i
and tack outwards just in time. Jill was ready
to sacrifice her dry clothies for the good of the
boat. We beat out away from the Island wind
about Force 4. We are in full waterproof's
except for our bare feet and soon get deluged
from the waves. Jill as cTew. more so.

Sh1ortly afterwards we sneaked behlind a small
island to quickly take in a reef We wondered
whiether we should have started the day with the
jib rather thani the genoa?. After a few tacks we
hieaved to to enable consultation of the chart. We
decided to bear away to the south and to go The jetty at Henrhamra.

htween Oxcii and liitmng. Once past Fitang the Betbre entering the cafe I opened my birthday

sea seemed to get bigger and we surfed exery cards and presents - a new dry pair of fleece

now and a2aii. Overall the boat tanked along trouser and a lristan Jones book ot'epic sailing

Page 9
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voyages - what more could a bedraggled
marooned sailor want?

In the cafe we had coffee and cakes and learnt
that the nearest shops were 3 km away. It was
still raining but our provisions of bread and milk
needed replacing. The bus was a long wait so we
decided to walk. It was a wet walk as the trees
over our heads kept dripping copious quantities
of water. On the way back the wind and raini
increased firther so writing ofl the rest of the
days sailing.

The rest of the aflernoon was spent snoozirig in
tour bivi bags on the boat.

At 5.30 p.m. it stopped raining and I went
outside to stretch my legs. I met a Swedish
woman walking a beautiful Labrador puppy
called llugo. This made ine think of Sam back
home in Bolunemouth. The woman was a
language teacher who hias been to Manchester,
York and Oxford several times. She commented
on how bad the English are at foreigni langurages
and as I cannot speak any Swedisil I had to
agree!

I also met another person who had read in a
newspaper that a 35 °C heat wave was due in two
days time. Whilst chatting a drip of water rolled
down my neck and I couldn t believe him.

I returned to the boat to discover entry forbidden.
Jill was lighting candles on a surprise birthday
cake (fortmnately it had survived the previous
days dunking). The cake had a beautiful boat on
it and 7 candles - I for every 5 years. Later on
birthday supper consisted of potatoes. leeks and
mnushrooms - real luxufry!

BY 9 p.m. the rain returned, this time with distant
tlhundeT awd lightning. As the stornm drew close
we discussed the merits of hanging the anchor
chain fromn the mast. We eventually agreed that
(hopefully) the taller mnasts from other yachits | appy Birthday!
nearby would attract anty lightning instead of us.

The storm was amazing. At one stage we had to
give up talking as we couldn't hear each other
over the roar of the rain bouncing several inches
off the sea. Not wanting to go out in the rain the
bucket saw plerity of action that night!

Page 10
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away and half way to the island of St Amh we

Herrhamra - Nynashamn raised the spinnaker. Fen with it hoisted we still
progressed at snail pace. We could understand

Distance sailed - 10 miles why all the yachts in the vicinity were motoring.

ihe remainder of thie night the rain poured down We ran with the spinnaker North and kept it

but thankfUlly the new tent stood up well. raised through the narrrow chainel to the west of

( ienerally. after arriving bedraggled and the boat Ja rlotta. Rounding the very tip of the island just

so wet, we are pleased that we managed such a before the Dragets Canal the wind came r forard

comfortable nighit. Thank goodness for Goretex of the beam and we dropped it.
B3ivi bags'!!!Iivi bags!!!! Just behore the entrance to the canal we hove to
BY S am drizzle and grey skies had replaced the and examined thie chart. Jill asked the question

rain. t1ntbrtunately there was very little wind. -Shall we row throughWr I optimistically thought

and after packing tip in less than an hour. we lef we could tack through. but as we drew closer I

and ghosted out of the harbour. We also escaped had to revise my opinion. I doubted we would

harbour paymenit as we couldn't tind anyone to even get the oars in! Approaching further still.

pay. we watchled with amazement as a stream of
Yachts motored through. Eventually a gap

Thle intended destination for the day was the occurred in the oncoming traffic and with Jill at

marina at Nynashamn - mainiv because we the oars and me helming with one hand and

believed it to have showers. One of our worries camera in die other we started on our way

when planning the voyage had been what do through. A patient crew in a fbllowing yacht

about passing through the military restricted area hooted their horn to let oncoming traffic know

around landsort. Although the previous day we we were travelling through. On the other side.

had clipped a part of it without noticing we after we had pulled over to let them pass, they

realised we could avoid crossing it altogether by waved and smiled at us.
keeping inshore aid taking an inside channel all

the way to NynaThantl The sails were quickly re-hoisted and we
rounded the next bend hugging very closely to
the shore before heading North again. After
another zig-zag through a tight passage we

entered the main channel to Nvnashamn. The
wind (tbrce I) was with us again and we re-
hoisted the spinnaker with the intention of flyingI it all the way to Nynashamn. Hlowever, black
clouds started to loom and rain seemed
imminent. We debated, should we sail all the
way and get soaked or should we motor the last
mile or two to get into port and put the tent up
before it rained'. The latter won and we dropped
the sails. As I started to lift the outboard engineI over the transonm something pulled in my back
(my back is not brilliant at the best of times) and
I collapsed in a heap, incapable of doing
anything. Whilst I remained as a gibbrinig wTeck

in the bottom of the boat Jill sorted the engine
out, started it. and motored us the 2 miles into
port.

_ i The Dragets Canal 1the marina was huge and looked expensive
Unflortuinately mlarinia fees' were charged per

l ackiig dowAn the channel in the bee right ind th anrti ad while we only occupied a fraction of
the light drizzle eventually stopped. Ater turning
the corner arotnd l.askar we managed to bear

Page I1
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it we still had to pay the full rate of £11. it was
worth however. just to have the luxurv of hot
showers and be clean.

As we had become sick of boat fayre (mainly
pasta) we decided to dine out that evening. After
a quick tour around the town we returned to a
fish restaurant on the quayside. I tried the niixed
fish platter which was delicious, but Jill being a
stricter vegetarian than irne chose the vegetarian
option - pasta'. The Swedish waitress who
served us had a wonderful English accent and
towards the end of the meal she told us where
she acquired it - Perth. Western Australia! The
meal was not particularly fancy and at a total
cost of £46 for dessert. coffee and a small beer.
couldn't be regarded as being cheap!

Afterwards we retired to the boat to read our
books and partake of our less expensive duty
free. The falling rain (or was it the alcohol?)
lulled us both to sleep.

I rgtrin t N ha
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Nynashamnn to Gillinge After FjardlAng we tumed North East. Just past

Distance sailed - 26 miles Soderholm the channel between Villinge and

FArholmen looked so inviting that we took it.
The night spent in the marina was comfortable The chart showed it was very shallow and had
and apart from the odd person walking up and lots of rocks marked. Being prudent we dropped
down the pontoons, was relatively peaceful. In all sails, raised the centreboard and rudder and

the moming the sun was shining and by just drifted downwind bare poled. The rocks
spreading the tent and other gear over most of could easily be seen in the clear water and some
the pontoon we managed to dry everything. of them looked very large and sharp. Jill was

very worried about hitting one and so stood on
The overnight rest had cured my back and I was the foredeck giving directions to avoid them. It
ready to sail again. So after breakfast and at just was all entertaining stuffbut generally
after 9 a.m. we motored out of the marina. Once something not to be repeated. We were glad we

out the sails, including spinnaker, were hoisted had a Wayfarer - it definitely couldn't be done in
but in the desperately light airs (force 0-1) we a bigger boat!
didn't go very fast. We were heading North East
and to get out of the bay at Nynshamn we had After getting through unscathed we put the sails
to point up slightly. This forced us to drop the up again and sailed the two miles to the island of
spinnaker for 10 minutes or so. Once out of the Gillange. Here Jill spotted the perfect Wayfarer
bay and in a stronger wind (force 3), we regained berth the other side of a yacht. The only problem
our course and put the spinnaker up again. It was that it had fore and aft moorings blocking
didn't come down for the next 3 and a half hours the way. We simply rowed over the aft line and
and it didn't need adjusting once. In the moored the boat in six inches of water in
wonderful sunny conditions we had a glorious wonderfully sheltered conditions.
time.

We met an inhabitant of a motor boat moored
After an hour or so of this bliss other yachts in nearby who said that this was his favourite spot

the marina realised what they were missing and in the whole of the Archipelago. He gave us the
started pouring out in droves. We were able to weather forecast and offered to translate the next
count 18 all in a line; their course identical to one due at 10 p.m. but by then it was too cool to
ours. Although they were all much larger and sit outside and we retired to our sleeping bags.
supposedly faster than us, only 2 managed to
pass us whilst we had the spinnaker up.

We sailed along just offthe northem coast of
Uto and at Kullaling we broke through the gap
of the islands of Uto and Omo into the outer
archipelago. In doing so we crossed through
another restricted area. By then we had ceased
worrying about them. The wind increased
slightly and we dropped the spinnaker. We had
lunch on a bay on the eastern side of the island of
NedergArdsb. Although it was a lovely spot, it
seemed that the rest of Sweden was also there, so
we didn't stay too long. We headed East,
followed by North along the narrow channel on
the East side of the island of FjardlAng. The
wind had dropped slightly but still blew from
behind. We couldn't be bothered to fly the
spinnaker as holiday lassitude had set in after
lunch. Instead we ambled along just admiring the
scenery.
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After lunch we carried on NE and theni generally

Gillange to Osth in a Northerly direction to round Runmaro and

D)istance sailed - 21 miles Skarp - Runmaro. Onice again we passed throughan area marked Otn the chart as 'entry prohibited
to aliens'. (Captain Kirk and the creu of the

We awokve to a cold dreary day, nothing like the starship Enterprise must have done a brilliant job
forecast given to us. It being so dull we couldn't eradicating them as we didn't see any the wihole
raise too much enthusiasm for sailing but we
eventually got going at 10:50 am. The wind was tortnight we were thc!)
acain from the South but less strong: only force A further 4 miles North we debated whether to
1-2. As it was behinid us for most of the day we travel to Kors4 (Suirely a mis-speling of Corso
had the spiu1iiaker tip again practically aBlla i. tae oKro Sreyamssel f(os

our surname!). However, provisions including

With me occupied playing the spinnaker most of fresh water, were running low and we carried on
the time, Jill had to both helm and perform all to Mbja village on the island of the same name.
the navigation. Pilotage was quite conmplicated We got there around 5 p.mn. and moored
and Jill did an excellent job. Not only were there temporarily alongside another yacht on one of
hundreds of rocks and islands to pass the many jetties. Its skipper gives us the weather
successfully. but as we kept on sailmg ol'f the forecast - winds switching to the NW. butsuccessfully. buit as we kept on sailing off the
edge of'the chart. Jill had to keep switching to fortunately no rain.
frresh ones.

At Moja we stocked up onl sode provisions inIi W.. the local shop. Drinking water on the islands is
obviously a precious commodlity and we had to
pay to fill ourS lIitre water container. TFhis cost 5I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Kroner (50p) and was dispenised fromi a tap after
the mnoney was put in a slot meter.

M - oJa was full of people and bustling with

across the sound to the island of Osth to what
lK EX it looked on the chart as a peaceful haven. On theI --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~wav it started maining - despite the forecast! We

eve ntuawly arrived in a perfect natural harbour -
sheltered from all sides by rocks and trees.

Laid back spinnakering! _ nlfortunately it had 30 other yachts in, but
xbecause of the weather we didn't really care.

Our course for the day was basically North to
North East. We passed along the northern edge Before we put up the tent we noticed the aft tank
of the strip of islands that make up (Gillinge to was leaking again, and as the rain had stopped
Angskar and carried on to skirt the Eastern side we quickly started tightening the screws again.
of 1oskapson. From there we turned NNW This turned out to be a mistake as the rain soon
towards Munko and then back NE to started again. 'I he boat became a real mess - gear
L.rngholmen off the larger island of Runmaro. and provisions everywhere and everything damp.

Ilere we dropped the spinnaker and had lunch. Once the tent was up and the boat dry, Jill
We nmet a local who was very interested in our | cooked a delicious pasta and vegetable meal. As
travels and wantld to know erxacti where we i the rain stopped we were able to pull back thetravels and wanted to knowpy exactlythe whereo weie. e walie
had been and where we were goinig. Like several tcanopy and enjoy the eal outside. We washed
other people we met, on seeing our red ensign he the meal down with a bottle of wine and
asked. ---had we sailed all the way fromi i afterwards took a stroll ashore to look at the
EnglandT'. It would have been very nice to say other sachts. Unfortnatel) nobody irmited us
xes! ~ | aboard
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sank further still when we realised our alcohol
supplies were dangerously low. The old m axim,
it is better to travel in hope than to arrive.

Osth - Kappelsk'r came to mind.

Distance sailed - 21 miles After consulting the charts. rather than finishinig
at Kappelskar. we decided to head back as far as

Another late start: we awoke at 8.45 but got possible to the van and trailer.
away by 10.30 am. Our departure inder sail was
marred by the clue outhaul coming adrift causine
the main sail to tlap everywhere. We quickly
pulled into the side to put things right before
heading out iito the channel again.

We headed NE again up the main channel to the
South of Moja. At St Iomb we tumed Northi
towards KappelskAr. The weather was overcast
aid dull but thanikfully niot rainiing. The wind
(SW 2-3) was still in our favour so we managed r B 
to fly the spinnaker on a finie reach for a short @!t...g... 
wiiice in an otherwise uneventful sail.

The scenery in this part of the archipelago is a lot
bleaker than further East. Be[ing smaller and witi
fewer trees the islands are often barren. As they
are also further apart our pilotage took on a
different form. Instead of saying, -that islanid is
such and such. that one is thing-nme-jig . we _
occasionally had to pin poinlt our position using a
compass.

Our Northerly course took us to the East of
Svartoga and to the West of Soderoa and .7 -
Norrora before we arrived at Kappeiskar at
arotnd 4.30 p.m. Here we sailed directly up to a
concrete pontoon to moor for the night. A
wooden Folkboat followed by a plastic
derivative arrived shortly afterwards. T1he latter
was sailed by a Finn who complainied of a f:aulty
engine. Alier thanking us for catching his lines
he also informed us he had no anchor!!!

We went for a walk in search of showers and the
elusive sauna. Both of these we found at a
campsite 500 metres away, but it was too early
for the sauna and we had to make do with just a
shower. We also washed our clothes as we
realised we'd had the same clothes on for 7 days.
Ugh!!

When we had originally planned the voyage. we
had intended to finish at Kappelsk br. but we had
arrived 5 days early. With several more days
seemingly to kill, morale hecame low. Spirits
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decided to seek shelter for a late lunch. Looking

Kappelskar - Hogmarso No at the cliart we chose the island of I ogrmarso
becaus.e its mrain inlet seemned to offer the best

spinnaker! protection from the wind. By the time we got

Distante sailed - 9 mniles there it was 3.30 p.m. and feeling very tired from
the day's exertions we decided to spend the night

There was only a slight breeze in the marina but there.
we knew from the forecast given to us by our
Finnish neighbour that the wind would he
stronger today. More importantly the wind
would be against us. After several looks out to
sea long discussion/argument ensued about
what sail plan to adopt. Jill, who was more
cautious than me. wanted hoth the jib and a
single reef in the main, whereas I wanted to start
with the genoa and full main and reduce later if
necessary.

Eventially I gave in to Jill's demands and we set
oftf T'ihe reduced sail area made for slow going in
thle sheltered harbour especially as we had toi

ehat against a very fluky breeze. Eventually we
managed to get out into the main channel where
we expericnced the true wind: SW 3-4, but
ilncreasing 4-5 guisting 6 within a very short

while.

Ihe sail choice had been right after all. At first
we founid beating against the wind very
exiliarating, but Jill, as crew, got a lot wetter
than me and her enthusiasm seemed to dwindle
(I stil I can 't figure out why).

We were in the main northern channel to
Stockholm and there were quite a few boats
using it. Those going down wind had their sails Anchorage on the island of Nogmarso
up. A few going in the opposite direction were ernoon a young lad from one of the

sailig butmost oats ere mking ull ue ofThat aftenoayugldfrmnefth
sailing but most boats e were making full use o houses opposite came out in a speed boat and
their iron topsails (i.e. they were motoring). Fhe proceeded to roar around in it to create as much
motoring fraternity seemed to look at us in wake as possible. I le stopped and started and
amazement. One Swede even applauded! circled and was verv noisy. Nobodv told him to
Obviously not too many Swedish people go stop. The manner in which he did ii was asIcruising in dinghiexs. though somebody had told him to. Certainly it

wasn't very friendly. Perhaps they wanted rid of
When a ireak occurred in thie traf'fic we heaved wusns hi rvc oldb eand nwy
to for a quick toilet stop. Afterwards Jill took the we staet an d h regave up .
helm and we sailed on. A short while later the we stayed put and he eventally gave up.
wind seemed to drop a little and ! insisted on Later on a yacht pulled up next to our boat. We
shaking out the reef- much to the helmi's dislike. chatted with its oner for some time before hle
I took over the helm again and soon realised the disappeardwi to see sonic friends. Our iopression
kwind hadn't really dropped - so we put thie reef from him vas that s isiting people in one's yacht
back in aain. ihis was fortunate as just oas the 'done thing! After hie eparted we had a
afterwards the wind started gusting very e and undisturbed h t
violentth. Not liking the gustv conditions we ver peaceful and undisturbd nght
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Not stopping long, we set off due South to

brtak through the islands of Vattersb
andYxian. We then tirned Last through the

Hogmarso - Bjorkholmen channel between (Grano and 0) Lagno before
picking up the buoyed channel that runs South.

Distance sailed - 24 miles At Finnhamn the channel was very narrow and

an island hopping passenger ferry gave us a
We got up at an early hour for us and actually moments concerm as it passed by at very high

were sailing byt9 am . TI he strong wind of the speed. We left the buoyed chaniel shortly

previous day had disappeared to be replaced by afterwards and turned SW along the chaniel to

a very light breeze. In the inlet we were in it the North of LAdno.
was sheltered and the wind was extremely

fickle. We seemed to make very little progress Our intended destiniation for the day wasImad at one stage we considered rowing but we somewhere in the vicinity of Orso but as we

persevered and eventually broke out into
cleaner and stonger winds,passed between Svartst and Bjcrkh we

cleaner and stonger wbtids. spotted a shop. The spinnaker. which was up a(t

the time, was very quickly dropped and we
ttuned in sharply to tie up at the jetty. Here we
stocked uip with bread, cheese and milk but

forgot to top up our fresh water supplies.

(Carrying on, we eventually fouind a lovely spot

to spend the night on the small island of' rsh.Iu -S > 5 E We put up the tent and alter cooking. lazed
away in the evening sunshine. Completely out
of water we were forced to drink the last of our

* alcohol - disaster!

At 9 p.m. the forecast from a passing Swedish
yacht gave heavy NWTNE winds - blowing

a m wit straight into our location. We upped anchor

I ;_ ~~~~~~~~~~and tmotored. with the tent up, in search of a
sheltered spot. Unfortunately they all seemed

to bex taken by other boats and we had to go to

a small inlet between Bjorkholmen and Stora
Krokh to find one. It had perfect shelter but
also had about a dozen other boats there.

A ferry m the main shipping channel

Strength and direction was NE 2 to 3. During l'
the afternoon the wind backed to the West /
before veering NE again in the evening. This / j
turned out very well for us on our chosen

course. It meant that the wind blew from X _ i

behind and we were able to rtn with the

spinniaker for very long periods of the day..

We travelled round the northern side of

Ifgcgmarsd in a SW directioni aid at Gralc we '

tumed into the maini shipping channel thatI goes to Stockholm, Two large ferries passed us
on their trip outward and shortly atterwards we

stopped on the island of Stor-Ando lor anr

early lunch. 'The sun was out and the rocks hot
so we had a dip in the sea.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .nhola trAd 
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wanting a less hiectic ride we decided enougl

Bjorkholmen - Malmakvarn was enough, and we dropped the main sail to
continue under genoa alone. Although this was

Guest Harbour much more comfortable it took us too far to
Distance sailed - 20 miles leeward and I insisted on putting up the fulls

reefed mnain. initially we started putting it ip in
IThe strong wind thiat was forecast d idn't the Ice of tile island of (il ksk a ret. off the

happen. Instead it rained heavily. At 1 0 a.m. northern most tip of Runmaro. but it took a
the followinig day it was still heating dowvn on wee while and we had to complete the task
the tent and so we wvere still in bed. We got up whilst taken the full brunt of the wind. Jill
and had breakfast without a drink as we still didn't like it very much and became a bit
couldni t get any water. We also rummaged hysterical, but we eventually got it organised
through everything to confirm even worse and sailed on to aichor in the shelter of a bay
fears: There is simiply no alcohol on board. on Sodra I3erglianin. Under the influence of
Disaster!.... Why did we leave some behind chocolate and crisps Jill began to mellow.
in the van?

We spent about three quarters of an hour there
At 11 a.m. the rain stopped but it looked as with most of the time was spent consulting the
though it could restart any time. We decide to chart. We eventually decided to aim for
get going and at 11.15 we sailed away from Malmakvarn Guest harbour. As soon as we
our hiidey hole. We retraced our passage oflthie started out the weather became calmer anid we
previous night in an SSW direction turning had to shake out a reef When the sun came oUt
initially East and then South to go around the the wind dropped even more and we had to
large island of Vindo. shake out the last reef I toyed with the idea of

putting the spirinaker up again but apatlhy
O(n route the wind was from the NW which ruled, and we jtst ambled on.
meant the spinnaker was used yet again.
Consequently the passage was both fast and Rounding Molmacn we cut inside Korsh and
easy. Rounding the corner at St Kaunh we liad heated against the wind towards the harbour.
to we drop the spinnaker to avoid numerous The harbour initially didn't look like it was

gybes anid because of more comiplicated going to be there.hu a gap eventually opecned
nay igation. up and theTe it "as. We dropped the sailis anid

rowed in. As vve rowed in we spotted a sailihiL
school with 20 identical dinghies.

As the channel opened out we expericenced (19 niore than we d seen a]ll holiday)', We
progressively stronger wind (tip tO force 5 M anid discovered later that they were a 5Svedish once
Ukitil a bigger fetch the seas hceamie steeper. desigii class for Kginit .~ tlicir naxtie roughly

Initially wke contintued with ftill sail up. but translated to *'Crown'
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The harbour was crowded but there was
enough room for us. We filled up with water
and our first cup of tea that day. After several
more we joined the long queue for-the
showers. As our last real wash occurred 3 days
previously the wait was worthwhile!
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The young lad in charge of the marina when

Malmakvarn Harbour - informed we were gening the boat out the next
Saltsjobaden day suggested we spend the night around the

corner on the northern side of Restaurangh
Distance sailed - 14 miles where the slipway was. ARer starling the

motor and travelling around there we realised
The day dawned grey and miserable. There it was very exposed for our tent (the wind had
was also negligible wind. We rowed out of the at last got up and was blowing very strongly!).
marina just after 10 am. After putting the sails We therefore returned to the main marina and
up we ghosted out to sea. Out of the marina the moored the boat next to a Gin palace, but very
wind was still practically non existent and the convenient for the showers.
logical solution would have been to start the
motor. But since it was to be our last day we The crew on the Gin palace didn't invite us
wanted to sail and so motoring was out of the aboard, so we went into town to find the times
question. of the trains to Stockhblm. Afterwards we

found a small bar/restaurant overlooking the
I wanted to finish my book that Jill got me for marina where we had our second meal out on
my birthday so I entrusted Jill with the sailing the expedition. From the window we could
whilst I lounged in the bottom of the boat. keep a close eye on our boat and stare with
Tristan Jones's book are very absorbing and an covetous eyes towards the big 70 ft Erickson
hour later when I looked up we'd only yacht moored in front of a luxurious hotel. The
travelled about half a mile. I reckoned she thought of staying there for the night rather
must have been sailing in circles! Jill was than the cramped Little Mo crossed our minds
perfectly happy, so I carried on reading. more than once!

An houi or so later I finished the book and
fully inspired, took over sailing. Unfortunately
inspiration doesn't always help and as my
helming was no better than Jill's, we carried
on drifting. Jill broke out the trangia and
boiled water for soup and made a few
sandwiches. Afterwards I relinquished the
helm for a much needed snooze.

I was rudely awoken by the boat gybing
desperately and us sailing in the opposite
direction (I told you Jill sails in circles!). It
turned out a vicious gust of wind had blown
down from Vishamnsviken bay and knocked
us off course. Any way we gybed back safely
on our original course and carried on. Looking
around it was interesting to note that nearby
yachts had their sails set exactly as ours - but
they were travelling in the opposite direction!

Further on past Grisselh island the grey
weather turned to drizzle and again the wind
died to nothing. With no footwear on and just
Pertex tops over our a thin layer of clothing we
began to get cold. We soldiered on until Algb
before deciding enough was enough and put
the outboard motor on.

This eventually got us in to the marina at
Saltsjobaden at around 6 p.m. It had been a
wearing and trying last day - not the ideal way
to finish a voyage, but that's sailing for you!
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archipelago. A quick stroll around the cith

Collecting the van centre left us a bit deflated and aller visiting a
few shops to determine that they are pretty
simiilar to ouirs, we had somne lunch in a pizza

During the night it rained heavily but we didn't restaurant b'ore returning to the railway
really care as we didn't have to pack a wet tent station This time we caught the right train to
away the next mornming The morning dawned
quite bright and sunny and we awoke to a boat Nykoping and back towards the van

delivering fresh bread to all boats in the
marina. Very civilised. (Take note Marina Although the a railway lne exists from
I)evelopements Pl .C! ) Nvkoping to Oxelosund we were very

surprised to find that we had to catch a bus for

Afler a leisurely start we sorted ourselves out the last 10 miles. The bus time table linked to

and went to the marina office to pay our bili that of the train and we didn't have to wait at

The lad there waived the marina charges since all. The bus dropped us off at * pin. JUSt 5
we were so smallt (Again take note Marina minutes stroll froin the van and trailer which

Developments!). After explaining we would h were ooth there and in one piece.
gone most of'the day to collect the van he very
kindly said he'd keep a close eye on the boat in It took 2 hours to drive back to Saltsiobaden

our absence. where we recovered the boat from the water
and onto trailer. The slipway we used was at

The train left Saltsjobaden on time and the back of the fuel station and not the one

terminated a short Underground train r ide from referred to by M.Gate/('.Wilkinsoni in

Stockholm's main railway station. Due to our Wayfarer log 45. Their slipway was still there
but a new, one, niot mnore than lOG miietres away.

lack of Swedish we got on the UJndergrounid is much more Wayfarer friendly.
train going in the wrong direction. By the time
we realised and got off and caught the return
train, we had missed our connection back to We left Saltsjobaden about 9 p.m. and drove to

the van. The next train was at 2.30 pan, which a campsite oni lake Malern to the East of

gave us 4 hours to while away. Stockholm,

r o our minds Stockholm is a city just like any
other city and no where near as beautiful as its
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The trip home
Thie camp site was unattractive and we didn't
linger around too long the next morning. The
drive back towards (ioteborg was uneventful
anid we got to a campsite on the outskirts of
Goteborg around 4 p.m. Hlere we met our
second set of English holidaymakers of the
holiday. IThey had been touring in their
caravan and were returning on the same ferry
as us the next morning.

rhe ferry ride home was fabulously easy. fle
sea was pertectly calm and barely a ripple
could be seen all the way home. In the
morning it became foggy and it was not until
we were almost at flarwich that the sun broke
through and we could see England. We docked
on time at mid-day.

1The Weather in Englanid was very hot and we
had a gruelling journey ( 16 hours) homiie to
Kendal including a long detour to
Boumnemnouth to pick up Sam (the dog).
Somewhere near Stafford around 2 am on
Monday reality dawned:

we were still stationary on the M6 motorway
sitting in a traffic jam for 3 hours due to an
accident

the dog had just thrown up on me

liad to get to work that morning. u
Welcome back to Britain'

Iaec 22
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keep a close and regular eye on the chart - the

Useful information many islands all look similar, and a lack of a
regular pilotage can often mislead you into

Hire of boats thinking you are somewhere else.
Although there are many yachts in the area
there are few dinghies. The only boats we saw The area is a well-sailed region and any
for hire were yachts. Contact the regular obstructions are well marked. If you also fancy
charter companies to hire them or do as we sailing at night there are many lit channels.
did, take your own.

The Camping guides obtained from the
Climate Swedish Tourist office in the UK proved really
Wind - predominantly from the SW useful. It has road maps of Sweden that give

sufficient detail to drive across Sweden and
'Re best time for generally settled weather is has all the camp sites detailing the facilities.
late July / early August. The weather can get The copy that the tourist office sent us was
extremely hot and the sea temperature often printed in English. Copies in Swedish, are
rises to 20°C. The Baltic is not very salty readily and freely available in most camp sites

compared to the seas around Britain. It is also and tourist offices and cost nothing. To stay at
non tidal (although the down side is that the a camp site requires a Swedish camping card.
tides cannot be used to your advantage!) and This costs about £5 and can be purchased at

therefore an excellent area for novice Wayfarer the first camp site stayed at or can be bought

cruisers. through the tourist office in the UK.

In early July, when we went, although we had The BAtturist, again obtained via the Swedish

some quite warm days it was generally cooler Tourist office in the UK, and also costing
than we expected.. We subsequently found out nothing, proved a god send. It is the boating
that the summer in Sweden was late in starting. equivalent of the camping guide and shows
August later turned out brilliant. For us though harbours together with their facilities. Details
the cold weather did have some advantages: included are toilet facilities and most
we weren't plagued by mosquitoes and those importantly for a Wayfarer expedition -

that were around were generally kept at bay by slipway sites. The guide covers the harbours in

use of mosquito coils. the Baltic, North Sea together with the major

in-land lakes and canals and is a must for any
Navigation and Pilots sailing trip on any size boat. Its only drawback
The Admiralty Charts (No.'s 3218 & 3166) we is that it is printed in Swedish but a short
used for the first few days were acquired from section in English together with a translation
a boat jumble and stamped 'Not to be used for of some of the key points supplies sufficient
navigation'. From a Wayfarer viewpoint we knowledge to get by.
reasoned that islands do not move (much!).
The charts would enable us to get to the island
of Landsort from where we would use our
pack of Swedish charts. The pack comprised
approximately 40 half sized charts in scales'
1:50,000 (1.25 inch to a land mile) and
1:25,000 (2.5 inch to a land mile) and at
approximately £70 proved good value for
money. In some instances they were a bit of an
overkill but generally they were extremely
useful. One problem we had was that we kept
having to get fresh ones out since we kept
sailing offof them! (N.B. If anybody would
like to borrow them please contact us through
the Wayfarer Association membership list).

With the detailed charts, generally speaking
compass courses aren't strictly necessary. It is
more a case of, point for that island or that
channel, etc. Having said that it does pay to
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but in Metres per second. The next time we
Anchoring and Mooring sail abroad we'll take a table of conversions'
lthere are hundreds of ideal places to moor in

the archipelago. 'he only problem is that many
of the best and more sheltered ones are taken
by other yachts. As the area is a natural
playground for the people ol Stockh1lm some The Swedish people
of the decent spots are taken very early in the [he natives are quite friendly but generally
afternoon. Mooring is done in the traditional keep to themselves. Fortunately for us. eost of
Baltic manner: an anchor out the stern and two them speak English. so language didn't prove

bow Iines tied ashore, usually to trees. With no to be a barrier.
tides to worry about boats can be moored so
that one can step ashore without getting ones
feet wet. As we didn't take a tender this was
ideal .

We didn't find it necessary to beachi the boat at
all. In fact as the shore is generally steep to,
there aren't too many places where this could
be done.

There are several marinas/guest harbours in the
archipelago which we visited mainly for fresh
water and for toilet/shower facilities.

Weather forecasts.iZUlr 

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Iii

II

H ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Another view of the anchiorage
alt Kranm&,.

Weather forecasts. .
Although almost everybxdyspeaks F nglish we
weren't able to find a radio forecast in English.
Written forecasts at Marinas etc. are all in

Swedish and take a geat deal of deciphering!
One thing worth noting is that w ind speeds are
not given in Forces. Knots or Miles per hour.
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